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Shark River area now a little cleaner, thanks
to divers
30 divers collected debris on Saturday
BELMAR — Divers took to Shark River this past Saturday to help keep the marine ecosystem clean in the Belmar
area.

Scuba diver Chelsea Eareckson, 16, of Brielle, hosted the Sandy Recovery Dive Against Debris in partnership
with Divers Two, of Avon-by-the-Sea.

Dive Against Debris is a nonprofit organization mobilizing divers to protect the ocean.

According to a letter  Chelsea wrote to the governing body, 260 marine species are affected by marine debris,
and tens of thousands of marine animals and sea birds die each year from it. The letter was read before the
council at their Aug. 7 meeting.

To help keep the marine ecosystem clean, Chelsea and Divers Two hosted a dive on Saturday, Aug. 24, where
about 30 divers took to Shark River to collect debris in and around the river. The group met at the L Street
beach.

After the dive, the debris was recorded with the help of 10 on-land volunteers. The data will be put online at
Project AWARE, which is a movement of scuba divers who are protecting the ocean planet “one dive at a time,”
according to the website, www.projectaware.org.

Glass bottles, plastic bags, fishing lines, wood, metal scraps and a golf ball were
among the items collected, Chelsea said.

In total, two garbage bags filled with items found in the water and five garbage bags
filled with items from the beach were collected, she said.

This was not as much as in previous years, which Chelsea said is good and means that
the dives by Divers Two have been working and the ecosystem is healthy. According to
Chelsea, Divers Two has been organizing dives for the past 15 years or so.

The dive went well, Chelsea said, and they “couldn’t have asked for better
volunteers.”

“As a shore community, we rely on the ocean and the healthy waters for boating, fishing and swimming, she
said. “It’s important to keep those waters clean to make them healthy so we can keep that as part of our
lives.”
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